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IINTERFEROhmTEIW BPHRECTHON SENSOR the amount of movement of the movable mirror. 
James E. Webb, Admilaiskator of the National Aero- If the movable mirror always moved in one direction 
mantics Space Adminishation with to am from a starting point, a simple count of the number of 
invention of ~ ~ d ~ l f  A. S6hiwdler, pasadena, e;aliif. variations between the mininium and maximum outputs of 
Piled Apr. 4, 1968, Ser. No. 718,689 the photodetector would indicate the precise position of 
Ininn&. CP. GQ1b 9/02 the movable mirror. However, the movable mirror may 
U.S. C1. 356-106 5 Claims sometimes move in one direction and sometimes move in 
the other direction. It is difficult to  detelmine when the 
movable mirror is reversing its direction of movement 
ABSmACT OF THE DISCLOSURE n?erely from the output of one photodetector. This is par- 
Apparatus is disclosed suitable for sensing the direc- ticularly true where the reversals occur near a minimum 
tion of movement of an interferometer mirror. The ap- or nlaximum of fringe amplitude, that is, at points near 
paratus comprises a high frequency oscillator for vi- the darkest or brightest portions of the fringes. 
brating one of the mirrors with a small amplitude along 15 Systems are known which enable the sensing of the 
the optical path. The output of a fringe detector is de- dxection of mirror movement. However, such Systems 
modulated by a signal from the high frequency oscilla- generally employ at least one additional photodetector. 
tor t~ derive a product signal. The average value of the The photodetectors are generally photomultiplier tubes, 
product signal is 900 out of phase with the average fringe and additional phctomuftiplier tubes greatly increase [he 
detector output, as both vary with the position of the mov- 20 comp!exity of the system. 
able interferometer mirror. These two signals which are AND SUMMAp,Y OF THE 90" out of phase are delivered to a direction recogni- 
tion circuit to sense direction of movement of the mov- One object of the invention is lo prov~de simplified ap- 
able mirror. The direction recognition circuit drives a re- paratus for enabling an accurate determination of the 
versible counter which indicates the net movement of the 2.5 position of a movable mirror in an interferometer. 
movable mirror. Another objcct of the invention is to provide an in- 
t~rferometer having more accurate and reliable means 
for sensing the direction of change of path length dif- 
ORIGIN O F  INVENTION ferences therein. 
~h~ inventioil described herein was made in ?he per- In accordance with the present invention, circuit means 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- are provided suitable for sensing the direction of move- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of National mefit of a n~ovabic intc~fciorne;el pnilr~r. The mlcr"eroin- 
~~~~~~~~i~~ and space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 eter also includes a fixed mirier, which is mounted 011 a 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 use 2457). transducer. A high frequency oscillator drives the trans- 
'' ducer to thus vibrate the fixed mirror with a small am- 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION p!itude parallel to its optical path. A photodetector de- 
Field of the invention tects the amplitude of light at a small area of the fringes 
created by the recombined beams. This invention relates to  interferometers and, more Movement of the movable mirror is indiczted by the particularly, to a system for sensing the direction of *' photodetector whose average output passes through a 
mirror movement in interferometers. minimum each time the darkest part of a fringe is passed. 
Description of the prior art In order to determine the direction of motion of the mov- 
able mirror, the apparatus of the invention is constructed 
Interferometers are instruments which can bc used to q5 tq provide a second signal which varies in accordance 
measure a linear distance with great accuracy, or, con- with the movement of the fringes across the photodetec- 
versely, to measure the wavelength of radiation with great tor, but which varies out of phase, preferably 90" out of 
accuracy. The Michelson interferometer is a well known phase, (i.e., in quadrature) with the variations in the 
type which splits a monochromatic light beam into two average detector output. Thus, as the average detector 
portions by a semi-reflecting surface. The two beam por- 50 output passes through a minimum (at the darkest part of 
tions then travel over two different paths. Each beam a fringe), the second signal passes throuzh a valne in- 
porlion travels towards a mirror which reflects it back to- between its maximum and minimum values. These two 
ward the semi-reflecting surface. The two. beam portions quadrature signals are used by a direction recognitio~r 
are then combined to fall on a photodetector, where thcy circuit to sense the direction of mirror movement, and 
produce fringes. 65 thereby operate a reversible counter that indicates the 
The fringes produced at the photodetector indicate the net movement of the movable mirror. 
difference in path length traversed by the two beam por- The apparatus of the invention provides means for 
tions which travel to the two different mirrors. As the path obtaining the second signal, which is in quadrature with 
difference varies, the position of the fringes moves. Each the average detector output. Basically, the second signal 
movement of the fringes by a width of one fringe repre- 60 is obtained by comparing the high frequency component 
sents a change of path difference of one wavelength of of the detector output with the output of the high fre- 
the monochromatic light beam. If the photodetector re- quency oscillator which vibrates the fixed mirror. 
sponds to light in only a small area covering a small por- In one embodiment of the invention. the output of the 
tion of a fringe, it can detect the fact that the fringes high frequency oscillator. which vibrates the fixed mirror, 
are moving. This is because the amount of light incident 6j is multiplied by the output of the photodetector. The 
on the photodetector decreases towards a minimum and resulting product signal is gassed throngh a low-pass filter 
then begins to increase each time the dark area of a fringe to derive the average value of the product signal. This 
is passed. average product signal varies in amplitude as the movable 
In one type of interferometer, one of the mirrors is mirror moves. Fw a given rate of mirror movement, the 
relatively fixed in position, while the other is attached frequency of variation of the average product signal is 
to an actuator for moving it along the optical path. By the same as the frequency of variation of the average 
counting the number of fringes traversing the photode- s i g ~ a l  obtained directly from the photodetector. Nowevcr, 
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they are 90" out of phase. Thus, when the darkest part senting a fraction of the width of a fringe. Typically, a 
of a fringe is on the photodetector so that its averaga photomultiplier is used in order to  obtain an appreciable 
output is a minimum, the average product signal is at a output signal at 26 from the detector. 
level inbetween its maximum and minimum. These two The inierferometer can be used to measure the di8er- 
average value signals are delivered to a direction recog- em? in palh length for the two beams 16 and 18. Typical- 5 
nition circuit which drives a reversible counter to deter- ly, one mirror 22 is relatively fixed in position, while the 
mine the net movement of the movable mirror. other 25 is movable. The movable mirror is attached t o  
In another embodiment of the invention, a second an actuator 28 which can move it back and forth along 
harmonic signal is uqed instead of the average value out- the optical path, that is, toward or away from the beam 
put obtained directly from the photodetector. This em- splitler 14. If the inovable mirror 20 is initially started at  
bodiment is based upon the fact that the 011tput of t l ~ c  a position spaced from the center of the bean1 splitter by 
photodetector includes the second harmonic of the oscil- the same amount as the fixed mirror 22, no flinges are 
lator fundamental frequency used to vibrate the fixed created initially. If the actuator 28 is then driven to move 
mirror. The phase of the second harmonic varies as the the movable mirror 20 slowly in one direction, fringes 
fringes move over the photodetector. This variation in 13 will cross the detector 24. Every complcte frinse which 
the second harmonic is 90" out of phase with the varia- crosses the detector 24 represents an additional diEerence 
tions of the component in the detector output which is in the paths of the two beam portions of precisely one 
of the oscillator fundam-ntal frequency. wave-length oE the beam 12. A change in path difference 
In this second embodiment of the invention, the oscil- of one wavelength is accomplished by movement of the 
lator which vibrates the fixed mirror is driven by a sec- 20 mirror 20 by a hall wavelength, in the case of a simple 
ond harmonic generator whose output is divided by two mirror. Since the wavelength of the source output is known 
before delivery to the fixed mirror. The output of the with great accuracy, as in the case of a laser source, the 
seconcl harmonic generator is multiplied by the output change in position of the mirror 20 can be determined 
from the photodetector. The second harmonic product with great accuacy. 
created thereby h3s an average value which varies in phase 2.5 Accurately controlled movement of the movable mirror 
with the average output obtained directly from the photo- 28 can be useful to control the nlovcment of a precision 
detector. Thus, the second harmonic product can be machine element, or to establish a predetamined path dif- 
plssed through a low-pass filter to obtain a signal whicil ference to enable analysis of other radiation introduced 
va~ies 90" out of phase with the average value of the into the iutelfe~ome:ei. Generally, flat mi;ro~s are not 
oscillator-frequency signal. The average second harmonic. :0 used, but instead retioieflector minrors such as corner 
signal is entered in the direction recornition circuit in cubes or cat's eye typcs are used as the interferometer re- 
place of the average value obtained directly from the flectors to enable operation with slight misalignment. 
photodetector. If the actuator 28 were to n~ove  the mirror 26) continu- 
ously in one direction, the amount of movement could be BRPEF DESCREipTPoN OF THE DR'4wPNGS 23 readily determined. Every time the output from the de- 
FIG. 1 is a Hock diagram of an interferometer direc- tector 24 passed through another maximum, another half 
tion sensor constructeci in accordance with the invention; wavelength of movement (for a simple mimor) would be 
]FIG. 2 is a block diagram of another embodiment of indicated. I-Iov~ever, the movable mirror 28 may some- 
the invention; times move in w e  direction, such as toward the beam 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of still another embodiment splitter 14, and sometimes in the other direction. If a rela- 
of the invention; tively large total movement of the mirror 20 occurs, such 
FIG. 4 is a graph showing the photodetector output as an inch, many tens of thousands of wavelengths may 
at various positions of the movable mirror; be traversed. An automatic counter attached to the out- 
FIG. 5 illustrates the waveform of the fixed mirror put of the detector 24 could not readily determine .the 
driving signal; *,) total number 01 wavelengths traversed, because move- 
FIG. 6 illustrates the detector output wavefolms at ments in one direction would be extremely discult to  dif- 
various positions of the movable mirror; ferentiate from movements in the other direction. For ex- 
FIG. 7 illustrates the average value of the detector ample, consider the situation where the mirror 20 is at a 
outpotsignals of FIG. 6; position which results in the brightest part of a fringe 
FIG. 8 illustrates the high frequency components of 59 falling on the detector 24. The output of the detector 24 
the detector output signals of FIG. 6 ;  will decrease regardless of whether the mirror 20 there- 
FIG. 9 illustrates the product of the oscillator signal after moves toward the beam splitter 14 or away from it, 
and the high frequency detector output signals of FIG. 8; and it cannot be determined in which direction the mirror 
FIG. 10 indicates the average values of the product 28 ismoving. 
signals of FIG. 9; and sj In accordance with the present invention, provisions are 
FIG. B 1 illustrates the phase relationship between vari- included to enable a determination of the direction of 
ous signals generated by the apparatus of the invention. movement of the mirror 20. This is accomplished by deriv- 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED ing two signals, each of which varies in accordance with 
EMBODIMENTS the movemerit of the fringe across the detector 24. How- 60 ever, the signals are in quadrature, that is, they vary 90' 
FIG. 1 illustrates an interferometer comprising a mono- out of phase with each other. Thus, while w e  signal is 
chromatic source I@, such as a laser, whose output beam reaching a minimum value (e.g., the detector output is a 
12 is directed to a beam splitter 14,  he beam splitter 14 minimum when the darkest part of a fringe is on the de- 
allows the passage therethrough of a first b e a  tector), the other is reaching a value inbetween its mini- 
16,. representing approximately half of the light, while 6.5 mum and maximum values. The two quadrature signals 
reflecting portion 18 the other half. are delivered to directioa reco@it!on circuitry which rec- 
The beam portion 16 is incident on a mirror 20, which ognizes the direction of mirror movement. The recogni- 
reflects it back towards the beam splitter. The portion tion circuitry drives a reversible counter which providcs 
18 is reflected by another mirror 22 which reflects Illis a net count of the fringes traversed, thereby indicating the 
portion toward the beam splitter 14. The two beam por- 70 total movement of the ~ ~ ~ v a b l e  mirror. 
tions 16 and 18, after return to the beam splitter from The generation d the two quadrature signals is accom- 
the two mirrors, are directed toward a photodetector 24. plished by mounting one of the mirrors, such as the fixed 
If rhc two beanl portions 16 and 18 travel along paths mirror 2 h n  a Iran~duccr 30. This enables vibration of 
of different lengths, fridges are created in the plane of the the mirror 22 back and for th along the optical path. The 
ileiec:or, The dcttcto: 24 coveis only a small area, repre- i d  tlansducer 30 couples the fixed mirror 22 to the frame 
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32 of the interferometer, or other fixed support. A high quadrature signals, that is, two signals whose amplitudes 
frequency oscillator 34 gene.ates a signal of a frequency vary in accordance with mirror movement, but which are 
Fo which is delivered to the transducer 30 to drive it. Ac- 90" out of phase with each other, can he obtained by 
cordingly, the fixed mirror 22 is vibrated at the frequency considering the waveforms generated by the apparatus. 
F, along the optical path. Thc ampliture of the vibrations FIG. 4 illustrates the voltage level of the photodetector 5 is extren~ely minute, being only a small fraction of a wave- output at various positions of the movable mirror. When 
lengil~. 'H'hu?, the viblation of the fixed mirror 22 results the niovable mirror is at a position which results in the 
in only a small oscillation of the output from the detector photodetector being at the darkest part of a fringe, the 
24. photodeteclor output is of a value qhown at L, which is 
The frequency Fo of the high frequency oscillator 34 is l o  substantially zero. Due to the vibration of the fixed 
very high in conlparison with the speed at which the ac- mirror, the output of the photodetecior rapidly varies be- 
tuator 28 moves the movable mirror. That is, the movable tween the points a and c around the center point b of 
mirror moves slowly enough that a great number of oscil- position L. 
lations at frequency Fo occur in the period required for When the moving mirror moves toward the beam split- 
one fringe width to move across the photodetector. For 1, ter by % wavelength, which changes the patla difference 
example. Fo may bc a frequency of 500 hHz., and this sig- by % wavelength, the output of the photodetector is of 
nal may vibrate the mirror 22 with an amplitude of %oo an amplitude shown at  position M. The average output 
of one aavelength of the light 12, while the movable mlr- is at the point b of the position M. However, due to the 
sor 20 may cause entire f;inges to cross the detector at a variations of the fixed mirror, the detector output actually 
maximum rate of only 20 thousand fringes per second. 20 varies between the amplitudes at points a and c of posi- 
Accordingly, in the following discussion, the average value tion M. \%%en the moving mirror moves another I/s wave- 
of the photodetecior output is intended to represent the length towards the beam splitter, the output of the detec- 
direct current output for a fixed position of the movablc tor is as shown at position 7%. Further movement results 
mirlor, or the component of a freqeaency s~bs~antially be- in a decrease in detector output to that shorn at position 
low Fo but above the maxirnvin frcquency (e.,r.. 20 PJIz.) 2.j 0 and finally to that of position P. The position P repre- 
at which entire fringes can pass acloss the photodetector. sents a change in path difference of one wavelength from 
The output line 26 of the detector leads to a direct position L. At all of the positions M through P, the output 
current amplifier 36 which provides a signal of appreci- of the photodetector oscillates slightly because of the 
able amplitude to facilitate processing. The output of vibrations between the points n, b, and c at each position. 
the amplifier is passed through a high pass filter 38 whose ':a FIG. 5 illustrates the waveform of the oscillator out- 
output is delivered to a demodulator 10. In the demodu- put, showiag its variation with time. When the oscillator 
lator 40, this high frequency signal is multiplied by the output is zero, indicated by the points b, the fixed mirror 
o~ltput of the high frequency oscillator 34. The output i s  at a center position. When the oscillator output is a 
product signal of the demodulator 40 is passed through maximum, as shown at point c on the waveform of FIG. 
a low-pass filter 4% to obtain its low frequency or average :; 5, the fixed mirror is closest to the beam splitter, and 
component. This component will be constant for a given when the voltage is a minimum, as shown at point n, the 
position of the movable mirror 20. The output of the fixed mirror is furthest from the beam splitter. 
filter 42 is delivered to a direction recognition circuit 45 FIG. 6 illustrates the waveforms of the photodetcctor 
which drives a reversible counter 47. The direction rec- Output for various positions of a fringe on the detector. 
ognition circuit and reversible counter are generally por- I ( )  The waveform 50 shows the detector output for the posi- 
tions of a direction sensitive counter 44. aion L of FIG. 4. It can be seen that the average output: 
The output of the direct current amplifier 36 is also of the detector is low and that the alternating current 
passed directly through a second low-pass filter 46. The output is pimarily the second harmonic of the oscillator 
output of fi!ier 46, like the output of the other low-pass frequency signal shown in FIG. 5. Waveform 52 shows 
filter 42, is constant for a given position of the movable the detector output at the position M, which is inbetween 
mirror 20. The filtered signal from the second low-pass the darkest and brightest portions of a fringe. It  can be 
filter 46 is also delivered to the direction recognition cir- seen that there is a large average output, and the alternat- 
cuit 45 of the direction sensitive counter 44. ing current output is primarily a wave of the frequency 
The outputs of the low-pass filters 42 and 46 vary Fo of the oscillator, whose output is shown in FIG. 5. 
between a minimum and maximum value for a change s J  The waveform 54 represents the detector output at the 
in path difference of a half wavelength (representing a position which is the brightest pal t of a frrnge. The out- 
nloveinent of a simple movable mirror 268 of a quarter put at this position has a maximum average level and 
wavelength). However, the amplitude of the outputs of has an alternating current component which is of the sec- 
the low-pass filters are in quadrature, that is, they are 90" ond harmonic frequency of the o.;cillator, and which is 
out of phase with each other. Accordingly, when the ;5 180" out of phase with the AC output obtained at the 
ontput iron? filter 42 is passing through a maximum, the position I,. Waveform 56 represents the output for tile 
output from the other filter 46 is passing through an position 0, which has an AC con~ponent which is pri- 
amplitude half-way between its maximum and minimum. marily of the oscillator frequency, but which is 180" out 
The quadrature relationship enables the direction sensi- of phase with it. Finally, the waveform 58 represents the 
tive counter 441 to determine the direction in which the l;O output at the darkest part of the next fr~nge, which is at 
movable mirror 20 is moving. position P. 
A direction sensitive counter, such as that shown at FIG. 7 shows the average values 60 through 68 of the 
41, is a well known instrument for providing a net count detector o~ltputs at the vaiiwds positions k through I?. It  
of the 360" phase variations of signals which may vary can be seen that the average detector output varies from 
in phase in either direction. The counter requires two G 3  a minimum at the darkest part of a fringe. as shown at  
input signals whose phases vary in unison, but which are 68 and 68 for positions E and P, to a maximum at the 
constantly out of phase with each other, preferably on bfiditest Part of the fringe, shown at 64 for position N. 
the order of 90". In the case of such signals, when one FIG. 8 illustrates the high frequency components 70 
signal is passing through a maximum or minimum, the through 78 in the outputs of the detector. These are the 
other is passing through a value inbetween its maximum oatpats obtained from the high frequency filler 38 in the 
and minimum. One example of a direction sensitive apparatus of FIG. I. These wavefollns are also the AC 
counter which can be used is the model 5280A reversible portions of the waveforfils of FIG. 6. FIG. 9 is an illus- 
counter manufactured by the Hewlett-Packard Co. of tration of the product obtained by multiplJ,ing the output 
Palo Alto, Calif. of the high frequency oscillator 34 of FIG. I, which has 
An understanding of the manner of generation of two 75. a frequency F,, by the high frequency output of the 
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photodetector. The iesultil~g waveforms 80 through 88 the low-pass filter 122 is 90" out of phasc with t5e avfsage 
lepresent the o~ltput or' the demodulator 40 of FIG. 1. output of the photodetector 24. 
FIG. 10 illustrates the average valire of the product In the demodulator 120, the output of the filter 116 
sigllals of FIG. 9. At the position L, the average value of is multiplied by the second harmonic signal 2F0 generated 
the product s~gnal 80 is zero, as shown at 90 in FIG. by the oscillator 110. Tbe demodulator 120 prodnces a 
10. At the porition M, the average value of thz product signal with a large second harmonic component. This 
signal 82 is a maximum, having the value shown at 92 signal has an average value which varies in phase with 
nn FIG. 10. At a position N, the average value of the the average output of the pholodeiector (or lSOo  oiit of 
p:oduct signal is again zero, as shown a"L4. At position phase with it). By passing the output of the demodulator 
0, the aveiage vn1i:c 96 1s a minimum, that is, it atfains 120 through a low-pass filter 126, a signal is obtained 
11s m iximiirn ncgati je vr,lile. Finally, at position P, the which varies in phase with the avcrage output of tbe dc- 
avciage value signal 98 is again zero. tector. This sign:il is 90" out of phasc wlrh the s;gral from 
Waveform 100 of FIG. 11 illustrates the vaiiation in the other low-pass filter 122. By enteriqg the out2uts of 
the average output of the photodetector for various posi- both filters 122 and 1926 into the direction sensitive coun- 
irons E through P of the centei of a fringe. This is the 15 ter 124, the counter can provide a net count indicating 
ouep~~t  of the low-pas5 filter 46 of FIG. 1, and replesents the net change in position of the movable mirror 20. The 
ihe values shown in FIG. 7, ~ i t h  respect to posrtion. output of the low-pass filter 1926 is shown at 103 in FIG. 
Waveform 102 represents the average values of the prod- 11. It can be seen that waveform 103 is 90" out of phase 
uct signals, these average values being obtained from the with variations in the output of the other low-pass filter 
Low-pass filter of FIG. 1. The waveform 102 also repre- 20 122, the output of filter 122 being shown at 102. 
sents the averag: values shown in FIG. 10, with respect FIG. 3 shows an interferometer, constructed in accord- 
to position. It c,i11 be seen that the waveforms 100 and ance with the invention, which illustrates a typical appli- 
102 are 90" out of phase with each othcr, at every position cation of the invention. The interferometer of FIG. 3 is 
of a fringe on the photodctector. This 90" drfference used for measuring the various wavelength components 
cnabieb the reve~slblr C O L I ~ ~ L I  44 of FIG. 1 to senas the 25 in a Bight beam 15eB to be analyzed. The beam passes 
ciirection ol movement of the mo5,able mirror. Thus, if the through a slit I52 and is divided into two portions by a 
fringe posliiun is at N, 50 that the avelage outp~it Is a beam splitter 154. One portion 150' continues towards a 
ndximurn, and. at this point the movable mirror revelsea, first mirror means 1568, while the other portion 150" is 
thi> Pact c,Jn be detected. The f a ~ t  hdt the signal 102 ditected towards a second mirror means 158 Both mirror 
iioes not contrncle so rleciease to a negative value, but :,ti means are cat's eye retroeflectors having a parabolic pri- 
lnstead incieascs inii~cates that the Fringe is moving back mary mirror nnd a small flat secondary mirror, such as 
toward the posltioa hl rather than fo~ward toward the mirrors 160 and 164 of the retroreflector 156. 
p o ~ ~ t i o n  0. Both beam portions 150' and 150" are refiected by a 
FIG. 2 illustiates another embodiment of the inven- primary mirror to the secondary, then back to the pri- 
tion, wherein another s~gnal is substituted for the average 25 mary, and then to an end mirror 168 and 142. The two 
output of the photodetector. As will be explained, the beam portions then pass back along the same path by 
substituted signal is derived from the second harmonic which they reached the end mirrors, are recombined at 
component 2F0 In the output of the detector 24. Bike the the beam splitter 154, and are both directed towards a 
average output of ti15 slctccior, this siabstituted s i ~ c a l  is main photodetector 170. 
9C" u t ~ t  of phi>e with the fullciamental prod~lci signal de- 4'' The recombined beam portions Z$@' and 150" create 
lived by demodulat~ng the detector QuWt by Fo. Thus, fringes at the main photodetector 1783. The output 174 of 
the svbstitrited signal Es either in phase or 180" out of the photodetector has an amplitude representing primar- 
ph'lsc with the direct average output of the detector or, in ily one wavelength component of the radiation 150 being 
other words, is ~n 180" phase synchronism with it. analyzed. The particularly wavelength represented on the 
The apparatus of FIG. 2 is similar to that of FIG. 1, o ~ ~ t p u t  174 depends upon the exact pat11 difference for 
including a source 10 which provides a monochromatic the two beam portions 150' and 150". In order to detcr- 
beam 12. The beam is split into a first portion 16 that is mine the exact path difference, a laser 182 is used to gen- 
reflected by a movable mirror 20 and a second portion erate a beam 184 of known wavelen@h. The beam is re- 
18 that is reflected by a fixed mirror 222. The two beam flected by a mirror 186, and it is divided by the beam 
portions are recombined, and the f~inges created fall on 50 splitter 154 to provide two portions which travel to the 
the detector 24. The movabie mirror 20 is moved large two mirror means. The reference beam portions are re- 
distances by an actuator 28 while the fixed mirror is combined and fall on a reference pl~otodetecto~ 1988, 
vibiated by a transducer 30. The circuitry for driving the When the darkest area of a fringe covers the reference 
fixed mirror and processing the output of the detector, photodetector 188, the exact path difference for bean? 
however, is different fiom the circuitry of FIG. 1. 5.3 portions traveling to the two mirror means is known with 
The signal for driving the fixed mirror is originally high precision. 
generated by a second harmonic oscillator 11@ whose oui- In order to completely analyze the h a m  150, the first 
put is of a frequency 2F* This frequency is twice as high mirror means 156 is repeatedly moved along the optical 
as the frequency wlnch d~ives the fixed mirror transducer path. It  is moved by small steps representing a change 
38. The output the oscillator 110 is divided by a divider 60 in the optical path difference equal to one reference wave- 
112, whose o ~ ~ t p u t  of frequency Fo is delivered to the length. A large nt1mber, such as 75,000 steps, may be 
30 to vibrate the fixed mirror. yhe output of faken for a complete analysis of the radiation 150. The 
the photodetector 24, after amplification by an amplifier oe~lput of the reference photodetector 188 is passed through a low-pass filter 189. The output of the filter is 
114. is passed through a high pass filter 116. The high 6 j  Used to energize a servo driving circuit 190, whose out- 
pass filter 116 is used because only the fundainental fre- put ;, delivered to a crossover network 192, ne cross- glLlency FO and second harmonic 2F0 are used. over network passes low frequency driving signals to an 
The output of the filter $16 enters two demodulatois actuator 176 which moves the entire mirror means 856. 
118 and 120. The first demodillator 118 receives the funda- High frequency driving signals are to a transducer 
mental frequency Fo from the divider 112 and produces 7.0 178 which couples the secondary mirror 164 to a spider 
an o~ltput which is passed through a low-pass filler 122 1863, the spider extending across the  vie^^ of the primary 
to a iii:ection scnsihve counter 124, similar to  the counter mirror 160. This arrangement enables rapid response to 
44 of FIG. I. The wa.iefornls in the output of the de- permit rapid stepping of the movable rnirlor, and also to 
n~oilul~~tor  818 and filter 122 are the same as those of the enable corrections for vibrations to which the apparatus 
deinodulator 40 and filter 42 of FIG. 1. The output of 75 may be subjected. 
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As mentioned above, the movable mirror means 156 phase by 90" with each other with respect to move- 
may undergo many thousands of steps. Each step repre- ment of fringes across said fringe detector. 
sents a movement of one fricge, created by the reference 2. The interferometer described in claim 1 including: 
beam, over the reference photodetector 188. A direction high pass filter means for coupling said f~inge detector 
sensor circuit indicated at I94 enables a count of the to said first and second demodulator means, for pass- 
net steps of movement of the movable mirror means 156 ing only signal components of a frequency above the 
each of these steps representing a path length difference highest expected frequency of complete fringe move- 
equal to one wavelength of the reference beam from the ments across said fringe detector. 
laser. A high frequency oscillator 196 has an output 3. An interferometer comprising: 
which is used to vibrate the fixed mirror means 158 back means for supplying a substantially monochromatic light 
and forth along the optical path. This is accomplished beam; 
by mounting the secondary mirror 166 on a transducer beam splitter means for creating two beam portions 
198, such as a piezoelectric crystal. In many cases, the which travel in two different directions: 
piezoelectric crystal 198 is a part of the oscillator. The first and second mirror means for returning said beam 
transducer I98 is attached to a spider 200 which extends 15 portions to said beam splitter means; 
across the view of the mirror means. As the secondary detector means responsive to the amplitude of fringe 
mirror 166 moves back and forth, the effect is the same area created by said beam portions upon their return; 
as a movement of the entire mirror means 158 back and means for oscillating one of said mirror means at a 
forth. The vibrations are of a very small amplitude and predetermined fundamental frequency to create an 
can be performed at a high frequency such as one mega- 20 oscillation of fringes at  said delecior means with 
cycle. amplitudes of oscillation which are a fraction of the 
The direction sensor circuit 94 receives the output of width of one fringe, including first generating means 
the reference photodetector 188. This output is passed for generating a signal of twicc the fxcquency of said 
through a low pass filter 202 to derive an average signal fundamental frequency, second generating mcans 
which varies in amplitude in phase with the movement 2,j coupled to said first generating means for ge~~erat i i~g 
of fringes over the reference photodetector 188. The cut- a signal of said fundamental frequency, and Clans- 
off frequency of low-pass filters 189 and 282 are ap- ducer means coupled lo said f i~st  gcneratin, * means 
proximately the same. The output of the reference photo- for oscillating one of said mirror mcans at said fun- 
detector is also passed through a high pass filter 204 to damental frequency; 
demodulator 206 where it is demodulated by the output :N actuator means for moving one of said mirror means at 
of the high frequency oscillator 196. This product signal a speed which moves fringes past a given point on 
is passed through a low-pass filter 208 to obtain an aver- said detector means at  no grealer than a, secoad frc- 
age signal whose amplitude varies 90" out of phase with quency substantially less than said f~indarncntal fre- 
the variation in amplitude of the other low pass filter 202. quency; 
The quadrature signal autputs of the two low-pass fil- 23 high pass filter means coupled to the o ~ i p u t  of said de- 
ters 202 and 208 are entered into a direction sensitive tector means for passing componen:~ cf a frequency 
counter 210 which provides a net count of the number of above said second frequency; 
fringes passing the reference photodetector 188. first demodulator means coupled to said high p ~ s s  
The net count of the counter 218 represents the net filter means and said first generating means for de- 
movement of the movable mirror 156, and also represents 4:) riving a fundamental frequency product signal con- 
the net path difference for beams going to the two mirror laining the product of the inputs thercto; 
means. By noting the net count on the counter 210 at each first low pass filter means coupled to said first de- 
sampling of the output 174 of the main photodetector 150, modulator means for passing only components below 
the particular wavelengths in the radiation 150 to be said fundamental frequency; 
analyzed can 'be determined. 43 second demodulator means coupled to said high pass Although particular embodiments of the invention have filter means and said second generating means for 
been described and illustrated herein, it is recognized that deriving a second-harmonic frcquency product signal 
modifications and variations may readily occur to those containing the product of the inputs thercto; and 
skilled in the art, and, consequently, it is intended that second low pass filter means couplcd to said first de- 
the claims be interpreted to cover such modifications and modulator means for passing only componellts belo~jii 
equivalents. said fundamental frequency, whereby to obtain sig- 
What is claimed is: nals which vary with movements of said mirror means 
X. In an interferometer including a pair of reflector but which are 90" out of phase with each othev with 
means for defining a path length difference which causes respect to such movements. 
the generation of fringes at a fringe detector, the im- 55 4. A method for sensing the directional change of patla 
provement of apparatus for sensing the direction of change length difference in an interferometer wherein a pair of 
of path length diRerence of said interferometcr com- reflector means direct light over two different paths onto 
prising: a fringe detector, comprising: 
second-harmonic generator means for generating a sig- generating a first signal of a first frequency; 
nal which is the second-harmonic of a fundamental GO dividing said first signal to obtain a second signal of 
frequency signal; lower frequency and in a prcdetcrmined phase iela- 
divider means coupled to said second-harmonic genera- tionship to said first signal; 
tor means for generating a signal representing said vibrating a first of said reAector means along its path 
fundamental frequency signal; by said second signal to p~oduce corsespoilding high 
means coupling the output of said divider means to a 'jS frequency variations in the output of said fringe 
first of said reflector means to oscillate it at said detector; 
fundamental frequency; demodulating high frequency components of the output 
first demodulator means having inputs coupled to said of said fringe detector with said first signal to obtain 
divider means and said fringe detector for gencrating a first indicating signal; and 
a first indicating signal; and demodulating high frequency components of the output 
second denlodulator means having inputs coupled to of said fringe detector with said second signal to 
said second-harmonic generator means and said fringe obtain a second indicating signal, whereby to derive 
detector for generating a second indicating signal, a pair of indicating signals whose average values vzry 
whereby to generate two indicating signals out of 75 in accordance with the position of said first refiecior 
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means but which are maintained about 90" out of multiplying said high frequency components of said 
phase with each other. fringe detector by said second signal, to derive a 
5. A rnelhod for counting fringes moving past a fringe second product signal; and 
detector of an interferometer that bas a pair of mirror coupling said first and second product signals 'to a 
means for directing light along two paths comprising: 5 reversible counter. generating a first signal of first frequency; 
generating a second signal which is a predetermined References Cited 
- fraction of the frequency of said first frequency and UNITED STATES PATENTS 
in col~stant phase relationship therewith; 
a first of said by said second signal; 3,409,375 1111968 Hubbard ----------- 356-106 
derivinq high frequency components in the output of '0 3,428,816 2/1969 Jacobs eC al. ------- 356-106 X 
said fringe detector; 
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